
Our 2020-21 School Year Theme

Each year, our school board’s Pastoral
Team develops a school year theme
that guides our actions and reflections
from September to June. This year, our
theme is “Reignite Our Hope”; it
reflects both the challenges of the last
six months and our belief that, working
together and with God’s help, this
school year will be an amazing year, full
of promise, full of growth … full of
HOPE!

Although “hope” is a word we often use
in conversation, it has a particular
meaning for us as Christians. Hope is
our confidence in the future, because of
our relationship to God and God’s love.
It is not just something we want or wish
for, but something we trust in, because
we know God’s plans for us are for
happiness and fulfillment—and we
know that God guides the future, just as
God has guided the past and present.
Hope is the virtue that reminds us that
no failure is permanent, no disaster
lasts forever, and no sin is beyond
God’s power to heal. In God’s plan,
there is always a tomorrow that waits
for us, and hope enables us to see that,
even in the midst of darkness,
confusion and struggle.

When our hope has grown dim or
died out, God works in us to re-
kindle that hope, enabling us to see
new possibilities and fresh potential,
in our world, in others—and in
ourselves. Hope reminds us that we
have been created for something
beyond—and greater than—this
world, and that gives us the courage
to stand up for our faith, in the face
of opposition and ridicule. Hope is
the virtue that empowers us to
challenge injustice, violence,
falsehood and cruelty, knowing that
we belong, first and foremost, to
God, and that God will give us
strength to stand up for goodness
and truth. It constantly reminds us
that we are God’s beloved children,
and that identity will never change.
During this school year, the Simcoe
Muskoka Catholic District School
Board and its schools will be
reflecting together on how to
reignite hope, and we encourage
families to find ways to foster and
celebrate hope as well.

(Above: A mosaic made up of the faces
of hundreds of our SMCDSB families
during Catholic Education Week 2020)
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Creator of All People,
Hear me when I feel silenced.
Help me when the path isn’t clear.
Hold me when I feel alone.

Creator of All People
Guide me as I work to succeed.
Give me the determination I need.
Guard me as I dare to dream.

Creator of All People,
Talk to me when it’s quiet.
Take me where I need to go.
Trade my fear for hope.

Creator of All People,
Show us that people care.
Show us our place on the circle.
Show us that we are one.             

This Year's Theme Logo

Our 2020-21 school year theme logo
captures important aspects of the
hope we want to ignite. The orange
stylized flame symbolizes the “fire”
we are seeking to rekindle and stoke
—the warmth of compassion and the
illumination of truth (both linked to
the power of the Holy Spirit in our
lives). But it is integrally united to the
heart, because hope transforms our
feelings (discouragement, despair,
frustration, doubt), enabling us to
imagine and build a more positive
outcome. The white stripe through
the flame symbolizes the path we are
walking together—a path that is
open-ended, because it is full of
potential and wonderful surprises.
The anchor is an ancient Christian
symbol of hope, since it enables us to
“hold on” through storms, and it
“anchors" our lives firmly in God’s
love and promises.

A Reflection on Orange Shirt Day
Linda McGregor (SMCDSB Manager for
First Nation, Métis and Inuit
Education)

As the granddaughter of a residential
school survivor, Orange Shirt Day is a
day of mixed emotions.  Like many of
you, I only learned about what
happened in residential schools as a
result of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission. And, while I agree that
education helps us learn from mistakes
of the past so they won’t be repeated -
it didn’t make learning about this dark
history any easier.  At least, not until I
was invited to elementary schools for
Orange Shirt Day and listened to the
kind and caring messages of students,
teachers, Principals and Vice-Principals.
Unknown to them - at least until now - it
healed a place in my heart as I realized I
could face this history with them.  I left
their schools filled with hope and a
belief that we could do anything
together with care and compassion. 
 Those visits gave me a new kind of
mixed emotions and that brings me to
today.  As we wrestle with the
uncertainty in our midst and the
emotions that grow in the shadow it
casts - I’m reminded of the courage and
determination of children from another
era, who became adults and made it
their mission to remind everyone that
Every Child Matters - like Phyllis
Webstad.  

On Orange Shirt Day and every day, my
prayer for us is captured in one I wrote
as I strive to learn from the past, live in
the present, and face the future with
hope...

A Family Prayer for
Hope

God of all that is good, We give
thanks to you today for the
many blessings that await us
this year. Remind us of the
hope that lies within each one
of us, and reignite this hope so
that we may be a source of
light and strength to everyone
we meet. Help us to shine with
faith and courage. Guide us to
reflect your love in all that we
say and do. Warm us with the
joy that comes from knowing
that with you, all things are
possible. We look forward to a
year full of promise and
potential. We make this prayer
in the name of Jesus, our friend
and teacher.  Amen.

(Photo by Liane Metzler, 
from Unsplash.com)

This past year's Catholic
Education Week theme song,
"Hope," was written by Chris
Rait, a former student and
employee of Simcoe Muskoka
Catholic. In this video, Chris
talks about his family roots in
our area, and how a spark of
hope can light the way for all of
us.

“Because we have this
hope in us, we have
great confidence” 
(2 Corinthians 3:12)

https://toronto.citynews.ca/video/2020/06/18/every-child-matters-residential-school-survivor-phyllis-webstad-explains-orange-shirt-day/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19noNvEqypt3-wcCD_VXa3bgTZ0_r2OAx/view?usp=sharing

